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pera is largely a game of persuasion. Intpractions in Giasone invariably revolvefl

t ! around the act of convincing: at its -or[furrdamenral level, Isifile seeks to win\t\-4 Giasone back from Medea, and Egeo seieks to win Medea back from Giasone,

while Giaso e and Medea are perfectly content to remaifr together. In order to accomplish this,

these chara{ters persuade through diplomacy. Indeed, er{ery interaction in this opera can be

viewed thrluSh a relational lens, in which character a o1i"nt, one rhing, and character B wants
I

another, an$ they attempt to bring the other around to qheir point of view. This chapter

investigates, through this same lens, how Cavalli brouShp Cicognini's texc and characters to life

musically, aid conveyed their conflicts and resolutions biy means of his harmonic palette.

A blief overview of the composer's life and worlts precedes the methodological

framework fhat I employ to discuss the music of Giasoni; one heavily indebted to Henry Burnet's

recent wor$ on hexachordal theory. My main analytical ifo.rr, -ru be on what I term musical

diplomacylthat is, how harmonic areas between .h.r".[.rr, or between consecutive units of

thought, ar( related via the characters' attempts to i-porj. their wills on one anorher. As such, the
i

musical matprial found in scenes involving two or more bharacters is riG with analytical potential.

Drawing onjB.r-.tt's hexachordal model, which I discuss further below, I present several scenes

from each of

musical as rnle

I

Ciasone'sthree acts in which some sort of jramatic conflict is plaved out on the

ll as the textual level. This shows one way lr -hi.r, cavalli's music enhanced

Cicognini's 
[ibretto.
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compositio+al outpur. 
i

Bolh Pier Francesco Caletti in the town of Cr.r,[, or, 1,4 February 1602, thefuture
I

composer gfined fame early on with his singing voice, 4[r*rrg the attention of Federico Cavalli,

the Venetialt rettore-essentially a governor-of Crema dt the time. FIe convinced Francesco's

Caualli (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978).
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documents bnd letters, was compiled more than thirry Vi"r, "go 
inJane Glover's monograph on

I

the compospr.' Subsequenr research has amended some 
fetails, 

but the overall trajectory of his

career has rfot been drastically altered. 
-What follows * a lbaef biography and overview of Cavalli's

Francesco Cavalli
i

Much of our knowledge of Francesco Cavalli's life, gleaned mostly from archival
i

father (composer and organist Giovanni Battista Caleni) lro "Uo* 
his son to accompany him to

I

Venice, whpre he would receive more thorough musicaitraining. As a result, Francesco departed

at the end lf the rettore's tenure in 7676, and later that sa{me year joined the ranks of the choir at
I

San Marco, whose maestro di cappella at the time was Ch{ldio Monteverdi. 'While the extent of

Francesco's tutelage at the hands of the senior .o-por.rli, unknown, it is inevitable that some

communica[ion occurred between them. Francesco's firit essays into composition were sacred in

nature. He {ko developed a reputation at the keyboard, iand was appointed as a parr-time organist

lJane Glover,



that decadeii on Z January 1630, he married Maria Soron!.rro, a wealthy widow (of Alvise
i

Schiavina) {nd niece to Claudio Sosomeno, the Bishop ff Pola; she later acted as an amanuensis

for several rif her younger husband's opera manuscripts,] and her considerable estate helped to

provide Fraircesco with financial security for the remainder of his life. It was also likely during the

fint half of this decade that he took on the family n"*. Lrn* fi.rst parron, Federico Cavalli: a

gesture of rricognition and gratitude on Francesco's part poward the ersrwhile rettore's faith in his

musical abilitY and generosiry in supporting him througd a particularly rough strerch riddled with

gambling dgbts during the 1620s.a This change in surnarjne had cerrainly taken place by 1634,

when he coi[tributed "Son ancorA pargoletta" to a publishqd collection of arias; this composition

seems to be the earliest document bearing his new namel, in the form "Francesco Bruni detto il

Cavalli."

The year 1639 saw Cavalli's entr6e into the ,r"r.[n, opera industry in Venice, a mere rwo

years after l]enedetto Ferrari and Francesco Manelli's L'frndromeda had introduced the genre ro

Venetian auJdiences. His first composition for the stage ai the Teatro San Cassiano was a

' Ytttt. Maria has long been considered to have played the role onq of Francesco's scribes, assisting him in copying
and producin! clean copies of his opera scores (see PeterJeffery, "T[re Autograph Manuscripts of Francesco CavalLi

multiple
times
Shadow of cesco," in Readying Cavalli's OperasJor the Stage: Maltuscipt, Edition, Production, ed. Ellen Rosand

re,20l3),95-118. ,

o Glover, 14. Jhis gratitude lasted Francesco's entire liG, at the end iof which he bequeathed a generous sum of
money to Federico Cavelli'5 descendants.

(London:
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Monteverdf's L'incoronazione di Poppea). Cavalli began tq hit his stride as an opera composer over

the next ted years, working almost exclusively with Gioyanni Faustini at the Teaffo San Cassianr

decade until Faustini's untimely death in

1651; it produced a total of ten operas, fton- I-a uirti de'l,strali d'Amore (1642) to Eritrea (i,652).

More importantly, this extended collaboration-and thelcoilaborative routines it must have

encouraged between composer and librettist-was instnfmental in establishing operatic

convention+ during the 1640s, thus helping to define Vdnetian opera as a genre during that

century.s

As giroundbreaking as Cavalli and Faustini's part4ership was for the genre as a whole, the

single most performed opera throughout the seventeentlir century- Giasonr-was the &uit of

Cavalli's onp collaboration with another librettist, Giacilrto Andrea Cicognini, in 7649 (he died

later that yepr).u That same year, the composer's setting 6f anothet Faustini libretto, Euipo,

premiered ifr the Teatro di San Moisd and was then nevbr performed again during the

seventeenth century. While it would be unfair to draw qonclusions about the quality of these fwo

librettos froln these hct, itshould be noted that by the tfme Cavalli saw Cicognini's rext for the

first time (li{<ely around the same time that the publisher Andrea Giuliani received the manuscript

that would pecome Venice 1649A, printed on 5 January 1649), he was already a seasoned opera

'For more onlhi-s-topic see Ellen Rosand, Opera in Seuenteenth-Ceipury Venice: The Creation of a Genre (Berkeley:
University of palifornia Press, 1991), 169-75,260-.67; and Nicola Sadthto, I dramni musicali ili Giouanni Faustini per
Franeesco Caualli (Florence: Leo S. Olschki Editore, 2012),3-37.



composer r,rFjth nine works under his belt. Combined with Cicognini's own pafticular brand of

Spanish-byjway-of-Florence dramaturgy (resulting as wpll in Orontea rhar same year, which

would go on to become yet another lasting success),7 Giasone would prove to be an all-star

collaboratiofr. I

Fauitini's death on 19 December 1651 abruptly 6nded the most srable partnership of

Cavalli's ca(eer, and disrupted the virtual stranglehold thb nvo collaborarors had exerted. over

opera prodrlction, first at the Teatro San Cassiano (until11650, and to a lesser extent at the Teatro

San Moisd), and then at rhe San Apollinare (in 1651). Bli,that poinr, a shift had begun to take

place in Catalli's career, chancteized by an expansion ff nis sphere of influence to other

librettists Grlch as Cicognini in 7649 and Nicold Minarolin 1650) and venues, even cities. Already

a known 9r:lantity as an oPera composer within Venice, pavalli began to work alongside Giovan

Battista Balli (whose perfoming troupe, the Febiarmorri[i, *.r. instrumenta I in Giasone's early

travels throqghout Italy) in establishing an opera industrf in Naples, resulting in the staging of

Didone, Cialone, end Egisto there in 1650 and 1651 . Cav{[ | s Veremonda (an adaptation by Giulio

Strozzi of Cflcognini's Celio of 1646) actually received itsl premiere there in 1652 before being

brought to fenice.s Indeed, Cavalli's operas were gaininlg ffacrion-and performances-in other

cities by the early 1650s, a trend that had begun as early As 7645 with a performanc e of Egisto in

Genoa prodFced by none other than Benedetto Ferrari,nlwho eight years earlier had been so

instrumenta! in introducing opera to Venice.

',Orontea was frst set to music by Francesco Lucio in 1649,butdid hot achieve lasting popularity until it was set by
Antonio Cesci in 1656. For more on this libretto as well as Cicogni{i's background, see Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
8 IJ Ciro, art

1e Sorrentino, premiered in Naples the following
year (1653),

8 Il Cilo,,a1oppra by Francesco Provenzale with text by Giulo Cesaie Sorrenrino, premiered in Naples the fol
year (1653), arJd was subsequendy brought over to Venice, notably fvith added marerial by Cavalli including a
Prologue (whifh I discuss in Chapter 4).

1t: L9."Y" pianconi, ll seicento, trans. David Bryant as Music in thte Seuenteenth Century (Turin: Edizioni di Torino,
1982; Cambridge: Cambridge Univenity Press, 1987), 193. 

I
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Aftlr 1651, Cavalli went on to collaborate with librettists such as Minato, Giovanni

Andrea Mopiglia, Aurelio Aureli, and Francesco Melosif, resulting in eight more operas by the
I

end of the 4ecade. These brought him to various theateis in Venice, including back to San

Cassiano anp San Apollinare, as well as to the popular Sjnti Giovanni & Paolo. As he had done

with VeremQnda, CavalTiwrote operas for other cities: M[an in 1653 (Orione, wirh Melosio) and

then Florenge the following year (Ipermestra, withMoni$lia).

In t$e spring of 1660 Cavalli undertook a trip toiParis at rhe behest of Cardinal Mazailn

(n6 Mazzariho), King Louis XIV's prime minister and a advocate of Italian opera and

us opera composer, Cavalli had been

to Maria Theresa, the Spanish Infanta.

culture at the French court. As perhaps Europe's most

invited to write an opera to celebrate Louis XIV's ma

Traveling by way of Innsbruck (and perhaps Munich), hb and his entourage reached their

destination inJuly, only to find that the new theater in tfre Tuileries Palace (in which the

commissionpd opera was to be performed) was not yet riady. Indeed, it would not be untilcornnusslonpd opera was to be perfbrmed) was not yet r;ady. Indeed, it would not be until

February 7Q62, after Mazarin's death and the resuhant wlaning of Italian populariry at rhe courr,

that the pr.irri.r. of Ercole amante (libretto by Francesco [,rti) took place. Due to rhe general

indifference toward Cavalli's music (and conversely, the 
lenthusiasm 

for Lully's inserted ballets)

shown by tliLe audience, it Gll on deaf ears-almost liteftllly so, owing to flawed acousrics in the

recently-coinpleted Th6Xtre des Tuileries. 
I
i

Cavirlli's two-year sojourn in Paris was a demorli"irrg episode, judgrng by his srarement in

a letter from 8 August of the same year: "I've retumed fiom France with the most firm

commitme|t to never again toil on theatrical works."10 fhis resolution lasted an entire two years

before he wps penuaded by Marco Faustini (Giovanni's prother and a lawyer-turned-impresario



collaborate ]with Minaro again, which led to Scipione A o in 1664 at the Tearro Santi

who had eslablished a srrong working relationship with

Giovanni e Paolo, followed, in the next tvyo years, by

Salvatore.

Gialone was revived at the Teatro San Cassiano

Cavalli playpd, if any, in a production that incoqporared

the version [hat had toured throughout Italy during the

that Cavalli]s last opera written for the San Cassiano

any interaction with the theater's impresario, or with th

a three-yearj contract that Cavalli signed on 24 July 1

the terminaqion of any professional association befween

valli not long after Giovanni's death) to

io Sceuola and Pompeo Magno at San

1666, although it is uncertain what role

ial alterations-mostly cuts-from

ious decade.tt It is wofth mentioning

Elena, six years before. The last record of

Tron family (owners of the theater), was

that committed him ro the San Cassiano

princely sum and an indication of

produced only two of the three operas

valli only write for the San Cassiano,

composer and the Teatro San

at the beginning of 1.L4 that replaced the
legg'io," became the standard opener for Isiflle's
ugh the 1666 revival in Venice inserts a different

for three yeprs and three operas at a rate of400 ducats a

Cavalli's prQstige as a composer by the late 1650s. Ca

) and Elena in 1660 (libretto parrially

so it is unclgar how that final year played out within the

was essentia+ly a non-competitive clause stipulating that

was already in Paris the followingyeat,

erms of his contract. It did include what

with the imirortant exception that he was allowed to a commissions outside of Venice.

There is no record of a third opera written for the T so it is possible that this may have led to

Cassiano.

specified in [his conrracr: Antioco in 1659 (libretto by Mi

written by Siovanni Faustini, completed by Minato). H
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Eliogabalo (\ibretto by Aureli)lz in t667 and Massenzioi)" in io (lipretto by Giacomo Francesco Bussani) in

1,673, nevellsaw the light of day. Instead rhey were

Giovanni Aptonio Boretti for the former (with virtuallylrewritten texr by Aureli) and Antonio

Sartorio for the latter. A third opera, Coriolano, did receilve a performan ce in 7669, but in Pracenza

(commissior]red by the Duke of Manrua), nor Venice. Ir his last opera to be premiered.

Cavhlli continued his duties at San maestro di cappella on 20 November

1668-and $evoted himself to rhe composition of music, as well as to his responsibilities to

the estate b$queathed to him by Maria upon her death ih 1652. Toward the end of the 1660s he

also ovenar,t the copying of several of his most recently fomposed operas (the latest being

Eliogabalo) a[ well as several earlier ones, including Gl by "Scribe D," as Glover termed the

composer's fopyist.13

On [4January 7676 Cavalli died, and was in the church of San Lorenzo alongside

his wife an{ two sisters. His musical legacy in the years

inflated arcificially at the hands of Cristoforo lvanovich,l his librettist for Coiolano. who

t3 For more oi1 the provenance of Giasone's score, including the on{ copied by Scribe D (overseen by Cavalli), see

feffery, "The $'utograph Manuscripts," and for its relationship to other Ciasone scores, see Chapter 2 of thisJeffery, "The
dissertation.

componimenti i
ch, Minerua al tavolino: I*ttere diuerse di proposta,ie isposta a uarii personagi, sparse d'alcuni
€t in rcrso; nelfne le memorie teatrali di Venezia ffenice: Nicold Pezzana,1681; 1688). The second

1a Cristoforo Ijranovich, Minerua al tavolino: I*ttere diuerse di proposta,le isposta a uarii personagi, sparse d'alatni
componimenti i( prosa €t in terso; nelfne le memorie teatrali di Venezia ffenice: Nicold Pezzana,1681; 1688). 'l

with music by younger composers:

diately following his death was
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effoneously attributed to him many anonymous operas $o- th. 1640s (these misattributions were

not clarifie{ until the early 1970s by Thomas Walker).ttiCavalli underwent a period of relative

obscurity d$ring the eighteenth and early nineteenth cerfturies, as reflected in academic writing

from that ffriod, with only a few references-includingl an uncomplimenrary review of Eismena

by Charles 
furnel, 

as well as a rather curious complaintlby the English historian concerning the

accessibiliry of musical examples from Giasone, given thd abundance of its surviving scores: "the

music of Citgsone, if it is any where preserved, is so difficf-rlt to find, that it has escaped all my

researches."tu Critical interest in Cavalli began in the ,e.lorrd half of the nineteenth century, with

Francesco Qafi's 1854 study of Cavalli's sacred music atlsan Marco,17 August Wilhelm Ambros'

research intg his operatic influence a decade and a half laiter,18 and then Taddeo'Wiel's seminal

catalogue o{-Cavalli's scores preserved in the Contarini lollection at the Biblioteca Marciana in

Venice.le Pgrformances of Cavalli operas were few and ic until the mid rwentieth century,

with Raymtind Leppard's producrions ar Glyndebourne which began in 1967 with Ormindo and

continued i{,rto the 1970s. Combined with a surge in

Lorenzo Bidnconi, Glover, and Ellen Rosand, the ren of interest in Cavalli has been strong

enough to fropel both study and performance of rhe s operas into the rwenty-fint

century.

edition has rec]eived a modem reprint; see Norbert Dubowy, ed., IVlemoie teatrali di Venezia: contengono dh)ersi
tmttenimenti pilceuoli della citth, l'introduzione de' teatri, il titolo di tuui iidrani rapprcsentati, col nome degli autoi di poesia, e
di musica sino a uqesto anno 1687 (Lucca: Libreria musicale italiana, 1993).

16 Charles Bulhey, A General History oJ Music from the Earliest Ages tot,the Present Period (London: Payne and Son, e t. al. ,
1789; New Ygrk: Dover Publicarions, 1957), 63. Further below on the same page, the famed traveler declared the
score for Eisfena to be "so deficient in poetical and musical merit tfirat no perfection ofperformance could render it
palatable," Ibiy'.

17 Francesco Qaffi, "[Capitolo] 32: Cavalli Francesco ossia Caletti B{uni Pier-Francesco, Maestro," n Stoia della
musiea saaa nellp gii uppella dumle di San Marco in Venezia dal 1318 al 1797 ffenice: Antonelli, 7854):267-92.
18 August Willleh Ambros, "Francesco Cavalli," Neue ZeitschriftfiirlMusik 65 (1869) 161,321,-24.
t'Taddeo Wiil, t codia musicali Containiani del secolo XVII nella n. liUUotrro ili San Marco(Venice: ongania, 1888).

that same decade from Walker.
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Method aqid Analysis

My investigation into the music of Giasone andi

centers maiirly on Cavalli's sophisticated harmonic and its effectiveness in reflecting

emotional states in characters and interactions bef,ween

this theory fstablishes a rigorous analytical language in to account for harmonic phenomena

in the musig of this period-most often vocal-and relationship with the texrs rhar rhey

overlay. The main developers of hexachordal theory, ing independendy, have been Eric

Chafezl andl Henry Burnett,22 and their results are deri from their own empirical analyses of

countless wbrks from the sixteenth and seventeenth ies. While Chafe's observations and

melodic and rhythmic gestures in recitative, as well as

have been spudied,2o no deep harmonic analysis of any

though Moirteverdi's works have been investigated ft

heavily thrfughout this chapter on a theoretical consl

resulting mfthod centered on the madrigals and operas

broader apflication, developing a system that employs

modal and {onal music (with a differing mechanism for

chiefly from his work in my subsequent discussions of s

relation to Cicognini's dramaturgy

ters on stage. While Cavalli's use of

employment of closed forms in arias

Cavalli's operas has yet been undertaken,

this point of view. To this end, I rely

based on hexachord systems. In essence.

Monteverdi, Bumett has found a

hordal theory for analyzing both

type of music). I will be drawing

scenes from Giasone.

Opera: lts Dramatic Function and Musical
r, Caualli, S2-706; and Chapters 70, 71. and 72

reez).

20 
See Beth Libe Glixon, "Recitative in Seventeenth-Century Vr

Language" (Plr.D. dissertation, Rutgers Universiry, 1985);Jane (

of Rosand, Oiera in Seuenteenth-Century Venice.

21 Eric ChaG, Monteverdi's Tonal Language (New York: Schirmer
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Hexachord Wory

For Eric Cliafe, Monteverdi's tonal language-despite a itle that incorporates the composer's

oeuure into the teleology of an ineluctable progression

embedded ip modaliry." The strong tendencies for ha

oeuvre are qhe rnain marker for what ChaG considers

such, his thgory seeks to establish a rapprochement en the often complex modal language of

the late Reliaissance and tonaliry's relatively limited pale of modes, using Monteverdi's music as

a bridge of qorts becween modaliry and tonaliry.

Drarfing from treatises by s evente enth- century

Adriano Barirchieri, andJohann David Heinichen, C

In itE totality, Chafe's theory proposes that any si

Renaissance is governed by one of two systems, which t

23 Chafe's som6what inconsistent application of the term "tonal"
Monteverdi's Tqnal l-anguage. See for example reviews by Tim

establishes a list of modes that were

tus durus (D and cantus mollis

derived from the then recent work

of all pitches that exisr within a

rated by fifths-for example F

a melodic construct e d to organize the Guidonian

harmonic entiw as

tonality-is nonetheless deeply

nic progression in Monteverdi's secular

be a proto-tonal approach to music. As

orists including Athanasius Kircher,

composltlon lrom

recognized by those and other theorists of the mid- to seventeenth century, and determines

how they oferate within the rwo available "k.y"

(1b).'o Ott. {f the principal mechanics of Chafe's theory

of Carl Dahfhaus: a system represents an ordered

signature, arid is composed of three adjacent hexachords

(mollis), C (\aturalk), and G (durum)-whose pitches can serve as the root of a triad. In

essence, the hexachord, originally

gamut, can tihus be thought of as a

him is the equivalent

the late

of the two

been discussed injust about every review of
Early Music2l/2 (May 1993):277,279; Susan
mo Ossi, Journal of the Ameiun Musicological
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signatures airailable at the time: the i system (cantus

these systeq[s theoretically encompasses rhree hex

(subdominap$, C (central to cantus durus), and G (domi

(subdominaht), F (centralto cantus mollis), and C (domi

hexachords; including their theoretical products of han

pitches that can occur within that specific system/signa

Cantus Mollps (6)

g/G
g/G
G
G

Figure 5.1: Chafe's H

In t$e Figure 5.1 above, the underlined pitches i

reordered iri ascending fifths. Each pitch listed denores

letters indichte minor harmonv and caoital letters indica

seen that eaph chord within a hexachord is by default in

hexachord's signature (so for example the quality of the

default be nlinor): the first three chords built on rhe

the final thrbe chords are minor. and it is these final th

well, to accbunt for the local tonicizations of the

occurs at internal cadences within the piece. It should

-

2s The use of r,ratural, molle, arrd durumhexachords, each with mi-fa

fza, Eb Bb F c/ct-
l1b: Bb E c
lh: F C'1#' c

Guido d'Arez1o, who employed them transpositionally when singi
sixth of any orpe hexachord. For more on this and the concept of t
Untersuchungerl, ilber die Entstehung der harmonischen TonalitAt, ffans. tr
Harmonie Tond,Iity (Princeron: Princeton University Press, 1990), 2i

or the 1[ system (cantus mollis). Each of

with cantus durus composed of the F

nt) hexachords, and cantus mollis the Bb

nt) hexachords.'s The notes of these

nization, represent all the possible

]
b/B)

d/
d/
d/
D

a/A
a/A e/E
a/h e/E

Cantus Durus (\)

Framework

the hexachord's identiw.

chord it generates as well; lower-case

major harmony. From this, it can be

its "natural" position with respect to the

chord in the 2b hexachord would bv

note of each hexachord are major, while

that are allowed major inflections as

to the chord's immediate left that

noted that any single hexachord,

itones on dift'erent pitches, dates back to
melodies whose ambitus exceeded the maior

izing the hexachord, see Carl Dahlhaus,
Gjerdingen x Stuilies on the Oigin of

264
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later), and sp all three hexachords of a given system, tak

pitch to be pxpressed.

.While 
a system is defined by its three hexachorc

"in play," afcording to ChaG; this is determined by the

phrase or sefiuence pattern, or by the presence ofa Phq

later), and sp all three hexachords of a given system,

pitch to be pxpressed.

including itp theoretical harmonizations, accounts for

chromatic si:ale (an important aspect of Burnett's

n of the fwelve existing pitches of the

ical framework that I will come back to

n in aggregate, allow for every possible

, at arry given point only one of these is

nies being expressed within a single

an cadence, whose bassline acts as a

ts (for example, an F-E motion in the

d was the ! hexachord, as those are

). As a result, it is possible for a

(very often two, sometimes three, very

then, hexachords are a means of

harmonic bfokkeeping within a composition from this

particular plece initially indicates the three theoretical I

riod. The key signature of any

in play (again, it is possible that

only rwo oflthose hexachords are ever expressed within

ambitus); thp appearance of a phrase ourlining the 2b he

e piece, depending on its harmonic

hord in a piece beginning in cantus

durus, for e>dpmple, would sigmfy a shift into cantus (even if not overtly indicated in the

music with I signature change), and such a drasric

gesture wi*iin the rext at rhar point.

would likely mirror a similarly exrreme

'Witf,rout 
a doubt, Chafe's most seminal conribu

music, if nop of late Renaissance and early Baroque mus

to the analysis of Monteverdi's

as a whole, has been his affective

distinction $etween cantus durus (hard) as harsh and a ed versus cantus mollis (soft) as tender

and pleasan{. Moreover, his exploration of the devel

26 ch{q

nt of the stile concitato at Monteverdi's



hands has pfovided some empirical insight into how

more modeF-n undentanding of maj or (durus) and min

roadly-hqppy and sad. In a book filled with co

afllbct and sifinature is a central mechanism for unders

employ in my discussion of Cavalli as well.

nei notable detail of Chafe's theory is that each

has a centraf hexachord (the 1b hexachord for cantus

which the {ther two serve as secondary harmonic

cadences cah occur. The chief difference in Bumett's

that for him the central hexachord provides the only

harmonic a{eas denoted by the pitches of the central h

goals of cadpntial motion.

Cantus Mollis (b):

Cantus Durus (\):
BbE

F
c/C
C

Figure 5.2: Bumett's

Because the subdominant and dominant hexachords are

cantus is deflned by only the central hexachord as a harn

system beclme essentially synonymous, and are determi

indicated in the signature. The individual hexachords in

listed in Figirre 5.1, with the important addition of the

tonic: Bb as an allowable pitch in rhe C sysrem, and Eb i

his theory.

o/D'

g/

dichotomy might have evolved into our

(mollis) mode as-respectively, and

analyses, this relationship between

ing many of them, and is one that I

system, consisting of three hexachords,

and the ! hexachord for cantus durus) to

and subdominant-in which

rI, one with extensive ramifications, is

nic palette for its system.27 That is, the

hord of a system are the only allowable

d/D a/A
d/D a/A e/E

System

melodic and not harmonic. each

ic construct. As such, hexachord and

at the outset of a piece by the cantus

Figure 5.2 arc largely similar to the ones

t seventh scale degree of each system's

the F system. This is reflected in the



bolded prespnce of the minor dominant (whose minor

minor in caiptus mollis and G minor in cantus durus) as a

Andlso, rather than causing a shift to another

harmonies $eyond those of each central system here

is the flat seventh scale degree-C

cadential gesture, distinct from

allowed as a harmonic goal and

hord in Chafe's theory, the presence of

es that a transposition. or modulation.

taken place. Indeed, the

rI, and is the single crucial factor

"missing pitch" from each system is

fth to the next central hexachord along

only in the latter of the two systems. If

tes a cadence on the third scale

icably linked from the beginning of a

rate independendy: particularly in

into anothei system-a "system shift," in Bumett's

concept of { system's transposabiliry is central to his

differentiatihg hi* from Chafe's analytical model.

The driving mechanism of this system shift is c on a pitch that is rnissing from each

system. Eacl,r individual hexachord in Figure 5.2, taken its totality with possible

harmonizations, accounts for only eleven pitches. The

the minor tfrird or augmented second of the hexachord' tonic note-in the C hexachord it is

E6/Dfi, whejreas in the F hexachord it is Ahlcf. The in ion of each system's missing pitch is

the fulcrum that shifts each system either down or up a

the circle of fifths. If spelled as the minor third, the ba nd harmonic palette shifts from (for

example) th]e C hexachord to the F hexachord, as Eb

spelled as a{ augmented second, it almost invariably i

degree--th$ rightmost point of each hexachord. In the of a C system, then, the appearance

of Dg as parl of a B major chord-the dominant of E shift the system up to a G

hexachord {ue to the existence of B major only in the of the r"yo svstems.

It is worth noting that system a;nd cantus, whtle

piece when the latter defines the former, c^n at times o

recitatives, pavalli will often change the signature-and
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cantus-while the system remains



introduced (thus shifting the system) without there

delay befor$ a corrective swerve takes place-the

system to niatch the cantus, or (less frequently) the

system-ca+ vary from several beats to several measures

where cantul; and system do not match that some form

perceived. Only in the most extreme circumstances d

persist all thle way to the end of the piece. Indeed, this

almost invaiiably reflects a severe disruption within the

Buqhett's theory of system transposition, c

enharmoniq spelling determines the direction of the rra

emotional signification on the highly gestural music of

century ma{rigals as well as of early opera.'8 Shifts in

more drastif seen through this method; to the extent

the cantusJndicates a certain mood or state of being at

away from phat system introduces a disruption on a

eventually riesolved, depending on the emotional vector

Moreover, py attaching such importance to a single pi

inteqpretive;and performative-potential when the r

appears in I composition.

28 Brrtnett do{s not stop here; indeed, the majoriry of his and N
the latter portion of the seventeenth century. The mechanic of the
that a system ihift becomes a transposition by three fifths (so a C sy

Informed as tris approach is by the driving force of a single note, hi
individual pitghes to affect the course of an entire composition, sw

y, sometimes the missing pitch is

an explicit change in the cantus. The

pitch is introduced and corrects the

will change in order to match the

It is within these disjunctive spaces

conflict within the text is mosr readily

a disjunction between cantus and system

ppens rarely enough that its occurrence

)text.

as it is on a single pitch whose

effectively raises the stakes of

te-sixteenth and early-seventeenth

palette of available harmonies become

t a particular system-initially defined by

beginning of a composition, a shift

level of structure that may or may not be

of the text that the music supports.

Burnett introduces another level of

third or the augmented second

's study is devoted to tonal music, starting in
ry is modified accordingly for tonal music, so

shifts either down to Eb, or up to A).
analyses often center around the power of

268

inq across all levels of strucgure.



or period b1i its final cadence. In the frequent case ( ially with recitative) thar phrases are

harmonical$ open-ended-thar is, that they begin on harmony and end in another-this

convention becomes an important means of giving di ionality to the music framing the

characters' utterances-

Sevgral aspects of this analytical method are wor

carqr over befiveen scenes in an opera: each new scene

By {nalyzing the music of Ciasone using this me

reflecrion o{the drama unfolding on stage. Indeed, I

below, operiating with the understanding that Cavalli's

have adoptNd the analytical convention of defining the

, I seek to track harmonic change as a

mainly on harmony in my discussions

eratic music harmonicallv. As such. I

rarching harmony of a musical phrase

emphasizing. Neither system not cantus

a blank harmonic slate on which

rticular trait of hexachordal analysis is

by their root. That is, the major and

rd (and not merely its dominant G).

no background tonic providing a

pplied to Cavalli's music inteqpretively, I

the compos{r paints a difterent tableau, even if often to the previous scene (as in the cast of

the last wyo scenes in Act II, discussed below). Another

that the meinbers of each hexachord are harmonized

minor infledtions of each hexachord note (not counting he subdominant or tonic) are simply rwo

sides of the $ame coin. E minor, as a result, is not a of G major; rather, its appearance as a

harmony in a cantus durus scene would be harmonicaliy uivalent to the appearance of E major in

its place, pointing to the rightmost point of the C hexac

Finally, givdn the modal nature of Cavalli's music, there

might be analyzed; all harmonic

progressions are purely local events in Giasone.

1.14: kfile sgla - An Analysis

To provide irn example of how Burnetr's theory can be

analyze one of the most emotionally fraught scenes of

269

, Isifile's first appearance at the end



[Oreste] does not retum, I shall die;
does, alas, my heart trembles in horror
ill tidings

he might fearfllly bear.
at the the same time

and do not want,
* T f---

m overwhelmed
torfnent,

dreadfirl suffering...
in the end do I understand

my soul is agony itself

Cavalli's mrisical treatment of the text (for music ns of this scene and the ones

below, see $ppenfix IV) reflects her compromised and emotional state through a

I.14: Excelpt (w.

S'ei non toma, mi morol
s'ei toma, ohimd, s'inoridisce iI core,

che d'infauste nouelle

lo teme apportatore,

Cosi ad un temlto istesso

voglio, non voglio,

bramo, pauento,

e sempre arcoglio

magior tormento,

pena pil ria.. .

e sol intenilo alfine
eh'i I'istesso martir I'anima mia.

to hear word of

will bring, as seen

I analyze

variery

and system shifts.

wing the harmonic progression from

with grey background indicate that

specifies cantus durus. Text in

the presence of an aria or a smaller

case are minor. Finally, parentheses

on a V - I (or i) progression that firmly

B

If
1f
at

Iw
Iy.
and

bvi
mol
and

of techniqugs, including inverted harmonies, delayed

Tabfe 5.1 below provides 
^ 

rrrap ro the scene,

phrase to phrase, and system changes when they occur.

the specific pegion is in cantus mollis, whereas a white

quotations ifrdicates triple meter in the setting, signi

.arietta. Har{nonies in upper case are major, and in

around speCific harmonies denote cadential phrases

establish thalt harmony as a localized tonic.
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immediatelli apparent that this is acting as the dominant G minor. And yet there is no

immediate dadence-and thus establishment-of G mi r as a tonic harmony within this opening

musical perilod. Indeed, Cavalli maintains a D pedal for measures before moving the bass to

B! as part of a first-inversion G major; rhis, after two , is shown to be part of a brief

being in root position). Isifile's first

11) is accompanied by a brief

nce in its first inversion. At the

ion cadence on the tonic established at

Frory the outset, the fint "Jerma" ("stop") is set D major harmony, though it becomes

Cavalli to delay a cadence for so long-

to Isifile's fragile state of mind, as if

's directions.

inor of the opening phrase, as well as the

minor and Bb major-all lie squarely

the F harmonic hexachord. Indeed, the

at play:

- g/G - d/D - e/A

its beginninf, G minor, occurs. It is exceedingly rare

in fact, this is the only such example in Giasone and s

"dreaming" ("Isfile uien sognando") according to the lib

EveE if only implied unril rhe end, rhe tonic G

implied harinonic areas en route to the actual cadence-

1g (Molle) Hexachord: Bb-F-c/

This system is maintained for the first rwenty-nine

harmonic gQals within rhis secrion-F major and D

harmonies qf this 1b hexachord. Immediately after the

of this scene, and the subsquent

conform to the available

strong cadence on G minor, Cavalli

into wakefulness and (relative) lucidiry.

tonicization of C minor (weakened by the dominanr no

invocation of Giasone's name in the following measure

brightening in the harmony, as B[ major makes a quick

end of this $hrase the arrival of the first strong, root-pos

272

is case still relatively close both



contrapunt+lly and along the circle of fifths-is a technique that Cavalli employs in his

recitatives tp indicate the closure of one unit of th and the start of the next one; in this case,

Isifile's delifium (reliving Giasone's original departure Lemnos, before the start of the ooera

proper) is fdrllowed by her gradually regaining her

shores of Chucasian lberia with her rwin infants

It is precisely when she brings up her children

father, that, now fully aware of her desperate situation,

missing pitcfir of the 1b hexachord, and spelled as the

shifts the syqtem down to a 2b hexachord:

and bearings, finding herself upon the

close by.

h Giasone, and thus by extension their

Ab is introduced (m. 32). This is the

or third of the hexachord's tonic F. it

Eb - BI - f4F - c/C - g/G - d/D

or as a harmonic goal, as well as Ab as a

the possibility of a cadence on D

hord (but rather only as a possible

squarely in the bass. This Cfi, of

second of the system tonic B[,

2b Hexachord:

(major or rn]inor)-or more specifically, the appearance a C$ as a leading tone, since A does not

This system shift now inrroduces the possibiliry of Ef

pitch, withih its harmonic palette. Simultaneously, it

exist as a hafmonic construct within the Bh harmonic

cadential gopl arrives after two measures), that is, with a

tone).

In tliis particular insrance, the system shift does last very long-only for tr,vo measures,

until a cade{ce on F (m. 34). Isifile then begins a new u it of thought, if related to the previous

herseHalone on this shore, freshly

ion dominant ofD minor (which

harmony, D. The introduction of



also significpnt that rhis musical period (mm.35-47)

imperGct c4dence) and ends with a more forceful V-i

dominant irp root position), with pre-dominant harm in the middle being prolonged through

upper and l(rwer conffapuntal neighbors; Isifile is co ing to piece together rhe przzle of how

she arrived pt her cunent state, and thus her reaching

reinforced iir the music.

At tiris point Isifile switches modes of expression from self-narrarion to self:piry. In a

fourteen-mfasure period demarcated by A minor

has been wqonged by, or because od Giasone: exiled

this pitch, tfren, shifts rhe sysrem back to the 1b hexach<

measure shi$ into a 2f system might thus be interpreted

calling her rihildren and thus Giasone ro mind, before

hand), mottier of illegitimare children, wife without a

still enamorpd of him in spite of herself perhaps most

into cantus Qurus in the signature. Although this occurs

hexachord. And in fact, the A-minor harmonic area in

leading ron{s, the fust being found two measures after

in which this scene began. The two-

a momentary dip in Isifile's mood,

ming her original train of rhought. It is

with a soft approach into D minor (an

nce (a perGct cadence with the

awareness of her current plight is

y, she describes the ways in which she

her throne in Lemnos (at her own

unrequited lover of Giasone, and

ificant, musically, is the overt switch

the score, the system remains molle unt:Jr

is period generates an abundance of its

cantushas shifted (m. a6).

system shifts after a change in cantus

of a piece, or at the end of a scene (in

it has been ihifted by means of a Gfi, the leading tone rightmost harmony along the 1b

It is iworth noting at this point that such correcti

occur almos invariably; indeed, cantus and system will rally match each other throughout a

compositior|.'n Otly rarely do they not march ar the

igals (and later, opera), the results ofwhich
his Compositior as well as in his earlier "A New

Centuries," Intemational Joumal of



the case of a]n opera)-these are all notewofthy and

below in the case of the Prologue, and the finale to Act

scene both igntus and system are molle, although there is

period whe4e cantus and system do not match. I

63), the cantlts rcverts back to 1b as Isifile once again

self-pity bac[< to exposition: thinking of Giasone, she izes, addles her mind. The system-

corrective Eb in this final stretch does not appear for thirry measures, with the brief

exception of an eight-measure interlude rn cantus

wishes for hpr servant Oreste's expedient return with

further discussion. as will be seen

I. In the case of L14. bv the end of the

prolonged stretch after the A minor

y after the last cadence in A minor (m.

her train of thought, this time from

(mm.77-84), in which she impatiently

of Giasone-clearly a shift in her train

cantus mollis resumes the conflict

he scene that system shifts back to molle.

nly in the end do I understand / that my

" ("soul"). Then, on the very last two

of thought, pven if momentary. The immediate return

berween a \b cantus and a system that remains naturalis.I is a conflict that on some level might

reflect Isifilf's own conflicted state of mind, as seen in text exceqpted above: "Ifhe does not

return, I sha[ die; if he does, alas, my heart trembles in ... Thus at the same time I want,

and do not ivant. .. " It is not until the last wvo verses of

The music for Isifile's final declarative statemeng-9fi2t "

soul is agonj'itself'-packs a harmonic wallop, containi g three system shifts within the span of

nine measules. Fint, Eb corrects the system/cantus disj

that entire flrst verse is set on repeated Ef's in Isifile's

ion, shifting the former into 1b; virtually

ic line. The system then shifts even

further down a fifth to 2b, with the introduction of an in a Neapolitan chord forming part of

a tortuously chromatic cadential figure in the bass, ing a jagged melody sung by Isifile-

three measufes from the end (m. 115) on the word "4

ise ascent in the bass from ivlG tomeasures (ft,irn. 117-118), in a chromatically inflected

V/G, C# shifts the system back to molle, endins the sc

cantus.

in the same harmonic register as the



Thil final flurry of system shifts in rhe space of

to employ iuch techniques in the service of affect. This

modern an{lyses: Chafe chooses similarly to illustrate

that is, pleaEure versus anguish. However, in a period

effectively leversed this aft?ctive relationship as it exi

repertory, i{ is still possible to detect vestiges of Chafe's

within the (ontext of a Ib system in Chafe's terms, is an

emotional flain and torment. Bumett's theory does a

a purely mrfsical mechanism that shifts the burden of ar

like molle/ d\rrus, and onto the srrengrh of the text and i

Al*iough this analytical method does not

audiences might not have perceived the musical

example, wpuld be near-impossible to discern for a

employing $exachordal theory here is as a potenrial lens

Specifically, I am interested in the notion of text-setting

analysis, an{ my discussion of the scenes below, provide

engagemend with Cicognini's libretto as more than just r

Teatro San passiano's management. Rather-bearing in

midst of an flmost decade-long collaborarion with Gi

Cavalli's treltment of Giasone was that of a seasoned ope

reading-that is, a setting-of an equally nuanced and ri

utterance bespeaks Cavalli's tendency

ique, of course, is often the result of

dichotomy between molle and durus-

,r Monteverdl's stile concitato had

in the late sixteenth century madrigal

paradigm: the B! in the bass (m. 116),

xceedingly sffong signifier of Isifile's

with any such confusion, based as it is on

t away from porentially fallible absolutes

interaction with the music.

y address the possibiliry rhar Cavalli's

I have discussed (a change in cantus, for

r without a score handy), my goal in

to the compositional process.

a performance of the text. The above

evidence that asserts Cavalli's

mercenary composer hired by the

ind the fact that he was alreadv in the

nni Faustini at the same establishment-

composer who provided a nuanced

fext.



Musical Diplornacy Through Dialogue

ThN interaction befween fwo or more charac

through w$ich the plot is advanced in Venetian opera.

mission for lvhich they came to Colchis in the first

Several scenl,es later, Egeo attempts unsuccessfully to

on stage is the central mechanism

Giasone, for example, only eleven

soliloquies. The rest are composed of

the entire cast for the finale, with the

is section focuses on several of these

from a dramatic standpoint, and how

his music.

which the plot is advanced in this

's nocturnal embraces and toward the

that is, to acquire the Golden Fleece.

Medea back. Giasone then petitions

playfully tries to foist the aged Delfa

II, Alinda seeks to raise her mistress

drown Giasone and his Argonauts, but

Medea, and Isifile are on stage together

pleas to reconcile with him while

his current lover. This oarricular

mechanism that now Medea

Medea for ller blessing in his quest; she turns around a

onto him as his secret paramour and lawful bride. In

Isifile's spiri{s. Later, Amore must convince Giove n,

rather to didert them to Caucasian Iberia. Once Gias

for the first time, Giasone must fend offIsifile's impa

frantically a{tempting to discredit his former paramour

scenario plats itself out once again in Act III, with the

convinces Qiasone that he must kill Isifile, or have her

cliffiide wh{re the potential murderer Besso lies in wait,

culminating in Isifile's final, and finally successful, appeal

. Oreste subsequently cajoles Isifile

into nursing her own children before running oft-to Giasone, thus delaying her arrival at the

setting offthe chain of events

children.

to Giasone's piry toward herself and their



interactions are reflected in Cavalli's

profiles in duets reveals a relational dvnamic

Depending the state of agreement between the

different nic areas, for example ending one

minor and switching to V/A minor for the other

neighbors, but are a fistant series of fifths a

which each character sings plays into this as well, alth

employed

utterance.

affecrive ends, denoting particularly

setting: an analysis of harmonic

each speaker's cdntus and harmonic area.

ters on stage, Cavalli at times juxtaposes

s statement on a full cadence in G

s response-the harmonies are

The cantus-as well as system-in

these latter parameters are more often

or intense periods within a character's
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Prologue: SoIe, Amore

Conflict and persuasion play a prominent role in the

wit between Apollo (Sole) and Cupid (Amore) that sets

the story begins in medias res: Giasone has already fathe

her, and-now in Colchis for already a year-has

the "unknown goddess" of whom he sings so adoringly

reacting to these past events-he exults in Giasone's

victory (Medea being his descendant) that the sun god

In a lengthy multi-section period beginning and

day has in store for the opera's protagonists (" Questo i il

acquisition of the Golden Fleece and his marriage to

passage on the word "fortunato." Coming after a

$oups of repeated notes, the appearance of a melisma

of thought, a pattern that Cavalli repeats in the subsequ

The melisma's arrival is not wholly unprepared: after th

the subsequent phrases (each beginning with " Ogi...")

subdivisions-a subtle accelerando effect to match Sole's

be noted that within each of Sole's periods, a melisma

note of that section; here, for example, a high A marks

"fortunato" (the highest note before that is a high G, on

exposition).

After a ritornello that recalls the opening Sinfon

be termed gloating, to call for his chariot to descend to

Here as well, the melisma (on the word"ragi") ch

e (see Table 5.2), a battle of wills and

stage for the opera proper. In essence,

rwins with Isifile in Lemnos, abandoned

yet another set of twins with Medea,

n his entrance aiainI.2. Apollo, then, is

ing nuptials with Medea, a familial

mes as a foregone conclusion.

in C, Sole first lays out what the

iorno prefisso"), including Giasone's

culminating in a lengthy fioitura

of measured declamation on distinct

to be a marker for the end of a unit

sections of Sole's triumphant soliloquy.

first phrase, " Questo i il giorno prefisso,"

uce a larger number of rhythmic

ic and growing excitement. It should

inates toward its end on the highest

e articulation of the final svllable of

vello," in the slower declamatory

, Sole proceeds, in a tone that can only

in order to illuminate these deeds.

287

on a high G, the highest pitch of this



section-dthough the note imrnediately precedes the

underlaying it. A chain of dotted eighths and sixteenths,

descending on"intmortalar," ptesages the following Si

opening Sinfonia), which incorporates a similar dotted

opportuniry to reflect the text in the following period: '

whereas "abissi" is accompanied by a descending string

Sole's entire soliloquy-culminates in a brief triple-

illustrate di regia semidea" ("and illuminate the nuptials of

before a final florid melisma on the last two words. wi

fint svllable of "semidea." This is the last melisma in this

must engage verbally with Amore, there is no time for

Worth noting is the fact that these three peri

they sandwich, encompass the entire naturqlls system, ce

to) C Major while dipping into F Major (in the ri

tonicization of A minor toward the end of the opening

limit. There is little at stake here thus far: Sole believes

soliloquy is the equivalent of a harmonic-and melodi

naturalis system.

Amore's arrival ("'4frena pui') changes things s

to Lb-untus mollis----as the younger god interjects in F

harmonic opposition here-and in the rest of the opera

is expressed specifically in the use of dift'erent harmonic

system; these latter are tools of affect, as well as structu

the circle of fifths. Sole's response ("Anzi tutto uonei")

syllable rather than directlv

ascending on"illuminar" and then

a (again, an indirect echo of the

ythmic pattern. Cavalli does not miss an

'is set to an ascending arpeggio,

sixteenth notes. This section-indeed

passage in which the phrase "E Ie nozze

royal demigoddess") is repeated

thirry-second notes introduced on the

until its very end; once Sole

as well as the two instrumental passages

ing around (and frequently returning

) and going as far as E Major (in a

iod), the system's outermost harmonic

has already won, and so perhaps this

victory lap within the bounds of the

and irrevocablv. The cantus svitches

: Sole's efforts are in vain. The

two characters are at loggerheads-

. rather than in the shift of cantus or

frameworks for Cavalli to shift around in
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ins on the same F Maior harmonv with



which Amore ended his preceding phrase, but

a cadence on Bb Major. The pitch Eb in the middle of

naturalis system into a 1b system, thus introducing a new

(ranging along the circle of fifths from Bf Major to A

is, a fully articulated chord on that particular pitch-wo

remained in naturalis.

Amore's following lines ("lmenei senza me") i

throughout Giasone: questions are invariably set to

then "answered" by the resolving tonic when the

will discuss rhetorical questions that go unanswered,

this case, the question that Amore asks-"Who is this

god of Love?" (" Qual i. . . quel dio ch' al gran nume d'

from Bb Major to C minor, ending on aY/C minor.

dominant harmonv and resolves on a cadence on C at

Love... has recorded [this h"ppy bond] in the immortal

ha registrato lnsifelice nodol").

Sole does not end there, however: his following

to Amore's question but an exhortation, if not an outrj

time, Love" ("sffir mnuien per questa uolta,

minor into G minor. Here and elsewhere in Giasone,

discrete utterances and ideas by characters; periods in

separate musical periods. Convenely, from the pe

distinct periods demarcated by cadences-whether a

case of Sole, m. 64)-serves to reinforce the boundaries

moves further downward (flatward) into

statement is significant: it shifts the

ic palette with which to paint

jor). That Bl Major cadence, then-that

ld not have been possible had the system

another mechanism that appears

ant harmony-haH cadences-that are

is provided in the text. Further below I

do not follow this trend. However. in

... wishing to wage war with the great

vuol muouer guerra?")--*hifts the harmony

's response, "Fate," begins on that same

end of his statement that "Fate. o

ment is no longer in direct response

,*..s-"you had best abide by it this

it shifts the harmony away from C

i varies the harmonies underlying

text, then, also act as signposts for

of the audience, the perception of

ic, half, or more rarely 7-8 (as in the
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n units of thought.



The exchange that follows between Amore and continues as a series of questions and

concerning Fate's alleged decree thatanswers, with the former pressing the latter for more

Giasone marry Medea. Amore is, in effect, giving Sole rope with which to hang himself. At

the end of Sole's pompous serrnon, the other god si declares the one missing element

preventing any of Sole's plans from coming to fruition: 's permission. This entire period is

enclosed musically within cantus mollis, with cadences F Major, Bf Major, C minor, D minor,

and G minor, the last of which underlies Amore's final [ement.

Wirh the information-gathering at an end, the ring begins. Accompanying a sudden

switch back to cantus naturalls, Sole sarcastically in G Major, "Make way for Love, who

of Fate's decrees has been made the corrector!" ("Fate ad Amore, che deifatal decreti dfatto il

and Isifile to be the preordained matchconettore"), Amore then raises the stakes, declaring Gi

and staking his identiry as "king of the universe" (" dell' iuerso iI re") on this outcome. Indeed, he

mockingly imitates Sole's melody (mm. 158-163 versus .164-167), extending it to cadence in

A minor. That cadential figure contains a Gg as part of

system back to naturalis----a reinforcement of the cantus'

later) Sole's terse reply, that Fate can never be given th

dominant chord, one that shifts the

ift back to naturalis (if twelve measures

lie, introduces a Dg as part of a half-

cadence on V/E minor; this triggen yet another system ift, this time up to a 1fi system,

remaining there for the rest of the Prologue. Tensions ve escalated between the rwo deities-

long gone is the relatively bland opening sequence that

harmony allong the C hexachord.

sang, flitting from harmony to

Sole and Amore have cast their lots. the former ith Medea and the latter with Isifile.

They depart at the end of the Prologue, Sole to tra the sky (" Io scono il ciel," underlaid with

himself to work ("10 scendo a tena e mian ascending melisma), Amore to descend to earth to

preparo all'opra," underlaid with a descending melisma).

284

is scene has set the stage for the opera



proper in more than just a dramaturgical sense, however On a harmonic level, Cavalli may have

closed this scene on the same harmony, c Major' with vlnhich he opened it as well as the

preceding Sinfonia. But it is clear that between that operiing Sinfonia and its abbreviated reprise

following the Prologue, something has happened: the shift to a 1fi system in the last third of this

opening scene is never resolved back to a naturalissystenl. In a symbolic sense, this harmonic

disturbance-a lack of resolution on a systems level-opPns up the way for the rest of the opera.

In a sense, the conflict befween the nvo gods is never refolved, as Sole never makes another

appearance in Giasone. But the very last scene, found in pnly two of the surviving scores ffienna

and Vatican), features a now-triumphant Amore in the flresence of Giove and a "chorus of gods"

("Coro di Dei"). 'While there is no reason to suppose tha{ Cavalli was attempting to establish any

long-range (pre-)tonal architecture in his setting of Giaspne. it is worth noting that this entire

epilogue is predominantly in the same C Major harmonj' as the opening of the Prologue, and that

moreover it remains in a single cantus and system-natutplis-rhtoughout.
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L2: Giasone, Ercole

Our first glimpse of Giasone, the opera's epon)rmous he1o, is accompanied by a beautiful cavatina

that encapsulates his effeminate sensuousness: "Delizie, cQntenti" opens the scene with an

undulating melody that conveys the same sensuous torp$r that Giasone himself feels after yet

another night of amorous bliss with Medea3o (see Table p.3 for an analytical chart to this entire

scene). Indeed, each phrase can be reduced to a stepwisl descending or ascending line, one that is

ornamented by neighboring tones that snake around its $imple melodic skeleton. This is all

couched within a deceptively simple bipartite (AA'B): both A (mm. 1-4) and A' (mm.

5-8) motives firmly establish the tonic harmony of D (or Dorian, owing to the lack of a

signature), whereas B (mm. 9-14) expands the palette, moving to F and then cadencing

on A minor, before motives A and A' return (mm. 15-1B) to reestablish D minor. The second

iteration of'B moves to C before cadencing on F major. This is then followed by a final iteration

ofAB (mm. 25-30) that ends in a cadence in D minor the instrumental coda (mm. 31-37),

). Throughout this short aria, Cavallian expansion of motive A' (marked "Ritornello" in the

sets up an antiphonal relationship berween voice and ins[ruments, seen clearly in motive A where

its phrase components, a1 and a2, are first sung and then] repeated in the instruments (ala2 
|

a'7a'2). The echo technique contributes to the ion of the aria's phrase structure at the

30 Much has been written about this aria in particular, as a marker
seventeenth-century conception ofthe effeminate, a term that has
gender idendry stereotypes. It is clear ftom this context, however,

only for Giasone's effeminacy, but for a broader
Iapsed into negative connotation based on

Giasone is effeminate simply by virtue of his
skirt-chasing, fint Isifile and then Medea, at the cost of his more m
feelings and sensual urges, rather than his duties and responsibfities
effeminate. Of coune, complicating this issue is the fact that in the

rtial pursuits. That is, his tendency to follow his
leader of the Argonauts, is what makes him

written for a castrato, a voice part that played both male and fe
najoriry of the scores for Ciaone, the tide role is

roles. This, along with the fact that Delfa,
Medea's old spinster nurse, was sung by a tenor, shows how fluid
also how differendy they conceived of identity. For more on this

role boundaries were in Venetian opera, and
Wendy Beth Heller, Emblems of Eloquence: Opera

and Women's Voices in Seuenteenth-Century Venice (Berkeley: Uni ty of Califomia Press, 2003), especially Chapter 6
, and the Ovidian Imagination: Taming the Epic
1,67-86; Susan McClary, Desire anil Pleasure in

(" Semiramide and Musical Tranvestism"); Heller, "Hypsipyle,
Hero in Cavalli's Ciasone," in Readying Caualli's Operasfor the Stage

Seuenteenth-Century Music (Berkeley: University of California Press,
Gender Studies," in The Cambidge Companion to Opera Studies, ed.
Press,2012), 257-75.

2), 179-23; and Heather Hadlock, "Opera and
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icholas Till (Cambridge: Cambridge University



end of the starnza (rnrn.25-28), when the instrumental

phrase, becoming aIa'I I a2a'2. This fragmentation

within this aria: our hero is so overcome by the delights

halting paroxysms as if to catch his breath in between

setting of " D eli zi e," then, enacts-performs-Giasone'S

The aria's ltzy explontion of D Dorian and its

on G and E to fully express the harmonic ambitus of t

\(Naturalis) Hexachord: F -C-g/

These lacunae are remedied in the following recitative,

Witnessing his old friend's wanton display of decadence

completely wrong frame of mind for the battles to

of his utterance-"Do you not fear the transition from

punctuated harmonically by a Phrygian motion to E ma

naturalis hexachord and its final harmonic area to be

Giasone's response to Ercole's call to arms rep

within the first half of this scene. He begins on D mi

but not related conffapuntally to the preceding V/A

entreaty. In his monologue, an ode to the power of lo

variant of that old platitude that love conquers all), Gi

system, with the missing pitch, Ef, appearing in m. 75

enchantment"), as he waxes poetic about love's "enc

my spirit" ("incanto che auyalora diforze e di consiglio I'

titions encroach upon the original

t mirrors Giasone's own state of mind

joys of love(-making) that he begs, in

, for them to ease up. Cavalli's

n languor.

iated harmonies lacks only cadences

I hexachord governing "Delizie."

- d/D - e/A - e/E

with a G major chord at its start.

Ercole chides Giasone for being in the

that same day. The question at the end

s to martial struggle?"-is

r (as V/A), the rightmost point of the

thus far in this scene.

nts a microcosm of their power dynamic

a harmonv within the same hexachord

ny with which Ercole ended his

to invigorate his martial prowess (and a

meanders flatward into the molle

the words "soaue incanto" ("sweet

nt that bolsters in strength and resolve

288

"). H. ends this response in a 1b system



at odds with the cantus durus signature; this dip is a digression. Ercole responds in the

same new system, attempting to re-engage Gi.asone, but is Giasone's part that introduces the

corrective G$ in reply. At the outset of this c then, Giasone is the one calling the

shots harmonically, weaving in and out of the naturalis while Ercole only follows,

exercising a sort of harmonic diplomacy in confining to his friend's harmonic ambitus.

A series of exchanges follows in which Ercole ons Giasone's ability to love without

being able to see (Medea at this point has not yet reveal{d henel{ or even her face), and Giasone

in turn avens that sight is not necessary to "take joy in ognizing, in darkness, the beloved

body..." ("gioire riconoscer tra l'ombre il corpo amato"). now becomes exasperated and

abandons diplomacy altogether, as well as his previous k. He aims low, calling to question

Giasone's integriry in abandoning Isifile after having

suggesting that his "all too weak, effeminate will" ("

rwins with her. and above all

molle ffimminato ingegno") would be

unequal to the task of defeating the monsters guarding e Golden Fleece. Not only does the

the confirming El arriving in m. 143),cantus shtft at the beginning of this diatribe (m. 138, w

but the sheer momentum ofErcole's rhetoric drives the

the appearance of an Ab in m. 151 on the word "lover"

even further down into 2b, with

' amante"). Given Ercole's pronounced

bias against all things amorous, at least with respect to

decision to introduce the pitch at this point-and on

rrial pursuits, it is clear that Cavalli's

;word-would have the maximum

impact on rhe harmony underpinning Cicognini's text.

Giasone maintains his equanimify, using love as shield in much the same way that Ercole

must talk to Love, and not to Giasone"uses it as a weapon: "he who intends to change my mi

("chi presume alterare il mio pensiero discorra con Amor, non Giasone"). Fitting, then, that the

now back in line with the cantus. fallssystem-coffective Cf (m. 196) that restores the 1b s

on the word "Amor" in that statement, blunting the i

289

t of Ercole's previous use of the word



'oamante" to shift to a2b system. The leader ofthe

Fleece, not in spite of his love, but because of it.

haste, as thg mntus changes back to durus (m. 217). G;

G# (m. 230) to match system (naturalis) once again with

discordant note, however, dreading the inevitable

Golden Fleece and must flee Colchis, leaving her behi

corrected from a cantus and systems standpoint; indeed

matches thg overall harmonic area of the entire

is in essence a reaffirmation of Giasone's love.

anxiety.

resolves to acquire the Golden

t mollified, Ercole continues to urge

is given the last word, as well as the

. He ends the scene on a rather

from his lover once he obtains the

. The music at this point has been

D neinor cadence that ends the scene

aria. This final episode in the scene, then,

through the hero's separation
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III.8: Oreste, Isfile

Toward the midpoint ofAct III, a dialogue occurs that i

identities leading to the final denouement and reconcili

Medea and Egeo. As a lovesick Isifile is readying for her

is approached by her longtime sewanl Oreste. Her chj

now starving. Can she not take a moment to tend to he

brushes her servant off telling him to comfort them in

But she is gradually worn down by Oreste's appeals to

Oreste quickly bring them to her. Because she waited

arriving at the cliffride where Besso awaits (instead of G

assure herseHthat Giasone's orders for Besso to kill Isi

cliftSide before Isifile did, and was thrown offand presu

immediately afterward, Isifile is spared the fate Giasone

eventually reaches Giasone's camp in time to save him

reconciled with Medea after having rescued her from d

of this would have taken place had Oreste not been

convince his mistress to take a few extra minutes to

penuasion scene reveals a rather different interpretation

Isifile and Oreste, compared to that betrrveen Giasone

"harmonic" diplomacy employed by Oreste.

Alreadv from the outset. as can be seen in T

more carefirl initial approach by introducing an Eb (m.

"languish" ("languisce"). Imploring Isifile to remember

your own children?"-" Cosi de i proprifigli / non ti ri,

ctly causes the case of mistaken

ion berween Isifile and Giasone. and

ighttime assignation with Giasone, she

n have not been breastfed, and are by

offipring before departing? Isifile initially

ir hut; she will return before daybreak.

pity as a mother, and finally bids

feed her children, Isifile is delayed in

ne). And because Medea needed to

were carried out, she arrived at the

dead as a consequence. Arriving

nd Medea had intended for her. and

an attack by a vengeful Egeo, now

ins in the sea below that clifl None

enough, and persistent enough, to

her fivins. Cavalli's setting of this

the composer of the dynamic between

Ercole. This is reflected in the type of

5.4 above, Oreste deviates from Ercole's

and thus a system change, on the word

r babies ("Do you no longer think of

292

i piil?"), his initial salvo follows a



downward harmonic trajectory to accompany the shift, moving from C major to D minor,

then hovering around F major before cadencing on G . Isifile's response leaps sharpward,

beyond the current hexachord, introducing a G$ as part f aY / A minor that brings the system

back to naturalis. This firmly establishes the gulf mistress and sewant: Isifile's terse reply

overlaying this motion to a full cadence on A minor-(( ou go and comfort them; I will be back

soon, before the light of day" ("Deh gli consola; / fard

dismissive of both Oreste and her own offipring.

ritomo, / pima che spunti il giorno")-is

Perhaps at this point Oreste saw that he had to his words: this was after all a critical

iuncture in which the lives of his mistress' children in the balance, and the blunt force of his

more tactful approach, he remains thisrhetorical question had no effect on Isifile. Attempting

time within the naturalis system and the general orbit of ifile's harmony (hovering around A and

D minor, with a final cadence on C major), provides a rbal description of what starving

children sound like. This tack seems to have worked: begins to vacillate ("Love goads me

on and pity holds ms $36k"-"L'amor mi sprona e Ia pi m'arresta"). At this point (m. 3B), Cavalli

switches the actual cantus to 1b, with the system shift rring a measure later through an E[

written into the figured bass. She decides: bring them

for Oreste, however. Having become so weakened, it

her, and quickly. This is not suffi.cient

be risky to expose them to the

nighttime air. His reply (m. 43) is accompanied by ano shift in cantus, this time back to durus

as he maintains his same previous harmonic role as advocate for Isifile's children-

although the corrective system shift back to naturalis, to atch the untus durus, does not take place

until a Gfi appean inrn.52, as Oreste pinpoints his mj 'breasts and the milk within as what

the twins really need.

Curiously, Isifile's following statement is in esse ce the same as her previous one: she

again tells Oreste to return to the hut and to bring her

293

ildren to her, and again requests that he



do so with dispatch. The main difference this fime arourrd is that her heart seenx ro be more in it

now-she begins her reply by begging her offspring for fheir forbearance: "O my children, my

hearts, please forgive my tormented hesitation to return bo the rigors ofparenting" ("Ofigli, anime

mie, del mio itorno / gl'indugi tormentosi / a i paterni riSori ( condonate pielosi"). Rather than her initial

terse, even begrudging acquiescence to Oreste's intercesEion on her children's beha[ she has now

been moved by pity and thus there is a greater sincerity her second request. Cavalli seems

to have intelpreted this scene accordingly-it is certain$ suggestive that he framed each of Isifile's

commands differently. FIer first, relatively shorter nt (two verses and five measures) is set

in cantus mollis, and occupies the middle of her tessitura, ranging a diminished fifth from E to Bb

above middle C. Her second, more corrmitted reply, much more ground both in the text

(nine verses) and in the music (eighteen measures). importantly, it is delivered in the same

cantus durus in which Oreste began his reply to the first iferation of her command, in the same

naturalis system in which her servant ended his entreaty, and even matches his cadence on A

minor by beginning in A minor as well. Furthermore, t4is time around Isifile is given a larger

vocal range, filling out an entire octave from middle to {righ E-indeed, this is the pitch on which

she begins her plea for her children's forgiveness, and is I clear indication that her emotions have

been ratcheted up several notches. All of this provides a strong indication that Cavalli considered

lsifile as having made her turn at this particular poi is, with her second command to

Oreste-from a complete obsession over reuniting with her former husband to a momentary, and

crucial, reengagement with her own children.

The "Central Act Finale"

What happens when more than two characters brought together on stage? The

following section examines how Cavalli handles a

294

ensemble, at a crucial dramatic juncture



(the central finale, to borrow a term frorn

harrnonic perspective.'W'ith more characters corne

as characters on stage are forced to react and adjust to n

at the basis of these muti-tiered interactions still lies the

other scenes in Giasone feature more than two

the greatest amount of dramatic tension, at last bringing

and Medea on one side, and Isifile on the other) after

explosive results.

Italian opera studies), from a

agendas, and more shifts in overall mood

revelations. And yet, as I show below,

mechanisrn of penuasion. While

on stage, the Act II finale carries perhaps

disparate plot elements (Giasone

acts' worth of e><position, with
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11.13-14: Oreste, Ciasone, Medea

The final tvvo scenes in Act Il of Giasone consist of a si

development. II.13 and II.14 form a single stmctural u

the previous scene (featuring a flirtatious duet bet'ween

Iberia), as can be seen above in Table 5.5. Here, Gi

revelry when they are interrupted by Oreste, come to a

There is a convenient gap between Oreste's departure a

the next scene (II.14) that allows Giasone to devise a

know of his past marriage and begotten children) how

for reconciliation. In a fit of inspiration, he claims that

("Iinguacciuta, anogante") who somehow is able to gather

shores, and imprints their experiences onto her own mi

story. Such an implausible quirk is, of course, validated

tvvo queens' lives up until this point, as is revealed

of Giasone, resulting pregnancy, twin male children, an

suspicions are allayed, and Isifile's potentially dangerous

trivialized, as a result.

II.13 begins in untus mollis and remains there

scene. This first interlude. the calm before the storm

of the diplomacy discussed in previous secri

characters' interactions. As the servant of a queen ena

yet persistent in ensuring that Giasone stay to meet wi

intends to flee upon hearing of her impending arrival,

extension Isifile, enough to convince them that he is go g to stick around. In a manner comically

sweep in terms of action and plot

, distinct in character continuiry from

esso and Alinda elsewhere in Caucasian

and Medea are alone in their amorous

e the arrival of his mistress Isifile.

d Isifile's entrance onstage at the start of

explaining to Medea (who does not

why Isifile would be seeking him out

ifile is a gossipy and arrogant woman

intelligence on any woman visiting these

allowing them to become her own life

the uncanny similariry berween the

Isifile confronts the couple: a shared love

expatriation of their homelands. Medea's

usations of abandonment are

Oreste's departure halfway through the

ipitated by Isifile's arrival, displays much

both into the music and within the three

of Giasone, Oreste must be diffident

Isifile. Giasone, of course, immediately

must somehow mollify Oreste, and by



akin to that of a yes-man, Giasone's replies to Oreste all

servant ends his statements: F major in m. 3 (the first

undentand; yes, yes I will see you later, Orestes, fare

addio"), V/G minor in rn. 21 ("Yes, yes, I will hear her

si, la sentird; partiam, regina"), and D minor in m. 40 (a

Isifile]" - " Obedisci").

Medea is at first curious, then suspicious, of her

avoid running into this mysterious woman. Her in

harmonic standpoint. Her first question in reply to Gi

begins in Bb major (m. 16), on the heels of Giasone's

else to say to him [Oreste]?" ("Altro non ispondi a costui!

well, taking up her V/D minor harmony as the openin

encounter!) That will do; let us go, I beg you." Medea

her lover that ignoringalady who has petitioned him is

Again, her statement (m. 23) is harmonically disjunct

major, instead beginning on V/D minor. Giasone attem

consequence" ("Nom rileua")-*ith his own

Medea's D minor, before Medea finally overrides his

his mistress (m. 32). The system shift that she effects at

move to a naturalis system, stays in place for the rest of

cantus itself does not change to durus to match it until

acquiescence) in m. 4I.ln effect, then, the upcoming

lovers is made possible only through Medea's interven , both textually and musically.

gin on the same harmony in which the

"(Jh oh" - " Ohimd") and m. L1 ("I

-"Ho inteso; / si, si, ci ivedremo, Oreste,

t; let us go, my queen [Medea]" - "Si

"Obey fMedea's wishes to bring

's increasingly transparent efforts to

with Giasone are more jagged from a

nce on D minor: "You have nothing

. Giasone first attempts to placate her as

his reply (m. 17): "flffhat a strange

takes on a scolding tone, cautioning

unds for an accusation of discouftesy.

Giasone's previous cadence on C

ts to dismiss gli5 fisft-"It is of no

disjunct entrance of A minor versus

hes entirely by ordering Oreste to bring

is point (m. 33), introducing a Gg to

scene and into II.14, although the

departs (with a defeated Giasone's

nter between Isifile and the two



ln this three-person scene, the inter-chatacter

berween specific pain of characters: Oreste responds exc

direct order to him (he asks Giasone at that, point if he s

intent on riding roughshod over her lover once she

interest. The rest of II.13 maintains the harmonic disi

gives vent to her jealousy and eventually pronounces

attitude toward Giasone's dubious deoiction of Isifile.

The final scene in Act II brings together for the

has up untin this point been desperately searching for

scene, IL14 is a trio composed of intertwining duets. As

considerable emotion at seeing Giasone for the first tj

be on her guard. He then pretends to greet Isifile lovi

Medea to interrogate his former paramour about her li

deposition, Giasone spouts some wiffy asides to Medea,

when prompted by her to confirm the veracity of Isifile

addressees rnid-speech; this, combined with asides that

othen, or for no one but the audience, creates a level

interaction that exceeds that of the previous scene.

Isifile begins the scene already in a heightened e

boundaries of the naturalis system (and cantus durus) with

"well-remembered beaury" ("beltd gradita") in E minor,

to take leave of her, she leaps into a 1fi system with the i

brief tonicization of E minor. Like the delayed cadence

our first glimpse of the opera's sentimental heroine-

still boil down to interactions

usively to Giasone, even after Medea's

go get Isifile), and Medea in turn is

that this Isifile is a person of

ion beh;veen the two lovers. as Medea

skepticism, adopting a wait-and-see

time Giasone, Medea, and Isifile, who

father of her children. Like the previous

arrives and gives vent to her

in over ayear, Giasone warns Medea to

, creating an emotional opening for

events. Over the course of this

does not directly participate except

claims. The speakers at times switch

either meant for one (not both) of the

ity in terms of dialogic

onal state, pushing up against the

exclamation to herself at Giasone's

an E pedal. Imploring her senses not

ion of a D$ in the bass on m. 5. a

G minor at the beginning of I.14-at

302

pedal and the postponement of a V-I



cadence on E minor until m. 9 seem to be signposts for

her exhortation to herself to remain in control. Giasone

their own harmonic area, staying in D major, even

her opening statement to her former lover. It is a

to him to retum to her "chaste embraces" ("gl'amplessi

my torment" ("e da'rtne al mio pianto e al mio martire"). S

phrase, the closing argument of her plea, and cadences

another fifth up from E minor and thus pushing

2$ Hexachord:

As seen in her descent flarward inI.t4 into a2b

lends itself leadily to harmonic extremes-hopelessness i

now a more shrill tone as she attempts-and fails-to

In reply, Giasone first suggests in an aside to

E minor pedal in a mockery of Isifile's emotions. Then

rwins, he speaks the words she has longed to hear: "

to enjoy your longed-for love" ("frena questi dolori, e nel

He does this in a lower harmonic register, centering

hexachord. So convincing is this gesture that Isifile,

her reply, breaking out briefly into an arietta (mm. 50-5

("O dolcezze, o tesori"3l). Her following demand that Gi

pointed dig at Medea, and a perfect opporrunity for the

31 The Conarini family scores replace "ilolcezze" (from the 1649 Llb

er instabfity, a fraglJe mind that belies

nd Medea respond to her approach in

as then maintains the same E minor into

ofpathos and self-pity, an exhorrarion

and to "put an end to my grief and

e ratchets up the intensity on that last

on B minor (m. 39), moving yet

even further, now into a 2$ system:

- e/E -b/B - f*/F#

, it is clear that Isifile's emotional state

the case ofher earlier appearance, and

in her emotions.

to humor Isifile, parroting the earlier

ins to the mother of his first set of

in this woe, and into my bosom return

io seno / torna a goder i sospirati amore").

D major-the "tonic" of the 2$

mollified, takes up this same harmony in

on the words "Oh rapture, oh bliss"

leave "this woman" ("costei") is a

of Giasone's second set of twins

303

with" delizie."



to begin her line of inquiry. Beginning with her own

madness" ("Iussuriosa pazzia")-tn the same D major as

that these snarky side comments are meant to musically

derision. even if Isifile henelf is not meant to hear

The interrogation is remarkable mainly for the

Medea's questions and Isifile's responses. The questions

those that end on non-dominant harmonies (as defined

nonetheless lack any strictly defining characteristic estab

indeterminate chords given context only by their nei

exchanges &om mrn. 67-72 sketch out several ascen

statements ('Did he return your love?" / "He adored

contain a progression establishing their respective

rapid-fire nature of some of these questions and

be harmonically integrated into a larger progression. Gi

rwo asides to Medea, both of whose harmonies mimic

("how risible") turns the E major of Isifile's preceding

inversion dominant 7m. The second ("Surely you rave

tonicized by Isifile's statement "He came to my bed,"

bringing about a system shift from 2$ to 1fi, perhaps a

(m. 40, in mimicry of Isifile) to D major (rn. 42). His th

in reply to Medea's direcr query, "And how do you

the harmonic mimicry he has employed, transforming

to D minor.

to Giasone-"what lecherous

's previous statement, it is evident

the object of Giasone and Medea's

e in harmony between

t all end on a dominant chord. while

rhe immediately preceding progression)

ing their tonicity; that is, they are often

inq harmonies. For instance, the inirial

fifths, from G to E; the last rwo

.") are too short by themselves to

ies (A minor and E major). Given the

it is logical for these brief statements to

's brief inte{ections here consist of

's preceding statements: the first

, "He adored me," into a first

ut your love life") starts on the G major

veers downward into D minor.

ction of his earlier shift from E minor

interjection, "-Whatever pleases you,"

, Giasone?" is yet another variant of

edea's V/C major into part of a motion



At this point the conversation switches back,

Isifile, where now the former queen of Lemnos seeks

shared pleasure. Giasone again responds glibly-'

charming a{fections, mutual delight"-responding to Isi

major. A slip at the end, however, seems to reveal a sU

clearly meant only for himseH(and the audience) in w

his own surprise-"Oh sweet memory" (" O bel pensiero

throwaway line, by a slight change in trajectory toY/D

major chord. The first part of his response, meant for

Isifile seems even more mollified at this point-literallv

system back down to naturalis.

Medea and Isifile continue to exchanse

harmonic correspondence to the queen of Colchis to

events, until Isifile's sarcastic "Pav attention to the news

inquiry about her being an actual queen changes the

benign patience with a perceived madwoman, Medea

ruse-"She is more than just crazy" ("Pii che pazza i

with a system-shifting Dfl (to a 1f system), before tumj

pomp and circumstance ("I beg your pardon, Your Maj

accompanied by a Bb and a resulting switch back down

From Isifile's perspective, this entire scene so far

win back her former lover (based on his responses full

series of questions posed by someone who could only

, to a dialogue between Giasone and

tion from him of the truth of their

er you nanate is true: I felt, in our

's V/D with an entire period in D

crack in his flippant fagade: an aside

sincerity slips through, perhaps even to

This is treated bv Cavalli almost as a

a downward arpeggiation of a D

's and Medea's ears, does its work, as

, in fact, as a Bb in m. 88 shifts the

and answers, with Isifi.le maintaining a

the correspondence in their life

(" Odi nouelle") in response to Medea's

of their interaction. Losing her own

s to Giasone in confirmation of his

')-lending an acidic touch to her tone

back to Isifile and mocking her with

: come, Milady, come this wxy"),

a q sysrem.

consisted of a successful attempt to

feigned affection), while answering a

the mvsterious lover of whom Oreste



had spoken earlier in Act II.32 With the subservient tone

vanished, Isifile feels no need to continue confirming he

mind) he is back on her side. Accompanied by a

C major (mm. 116-127), Isifile calls her rival out: "I

that I am a queen and wife to Giasone." To prove her

come with her right this moment. Cavalli accompanies

mollis for the following nine measures (mm. 128-136);

more icy confidence, in the opposite direction of the

Isifile's initial tentative demeanor at the start of this scen

It is unclear from the text when exactly it begins

wishes to remain her former lover. but Cavalli seems to

specifically to indicate her wavering confidence: the

ahead and that he will catch up, she switches back to a !

return to cantus durus thtt had taken place in m. 137) on

from here" ("Di qua, di qua"-perhaps the repetitions,

of mounting worry) as she insists that they leave togeth

system to mollis in m. 157 as she presumes to educate Isi

Madame, your humor is pleasant, your jesting pretty,

signora, ah madonna, / gentil i 'I uostro umor, vago lo

There follows some vicious name-calling from I

with all three characten present, as Isifile now overtly

to stand between her and Giasone. The fact that Isifile

hexachord, on Bb major harmony, perhaps represents a

32 See II.2 in Appendix I, vv. 1052-1064.

attempt at re-centering herself, in the

f this questioner having suddenly

connection to Giasone, now that (in her

trajectory from A minor to a cadence in

show you, to your everlasting shame,

int, she demands to Giasone that he

command with a switch to cantus

flatward motion seems to represent

climb sharpward that had characteized

to dawn on Isifile that her former lover

ploy the flatlsharp distinction

Giasone suggests that Isifile go on

(Gfi in rn. 147 , again matching the

words "Let us go from here, let us go

itten in by Cicognini, are an indication

. It is then Medea's turn to switch the

on manners: "Ah Milady, ah,

not at someone else's expense" ("Ah

/ ma non conuien pregiudicare al terzo").

ifile, and then a final tum to cantus mollis

ns Medea with death if she continues

her bluster so deep within the 1b



immediately after Giasone and Medea depart, leaving IsiSle to hurl imprecations at both of them

as well as the captors restraining her), so at odds with eacfu other, is a strong indicator of Isifile's

disrupted mental state. She is furious at having been dec(ived and rejected, but her confidence in

Giasone's love has been replaced by a different type of c$nfidence: she is now fionly resolved to

kill them. And so in another way, the disjunction betwe$n system and cantus at the end of Act II

can be explained by the fact that Isifile's story is not yet $ver.

Mv analvses have shown that there was a clear on Cavalli's part with

Cicognini's text, one that extends to the entire opera. I ed, by carefully distinguishing berween

addressees, it becomes evident that the interactions t this opera can be reduced to a

contest of wills between two characters at a time. This applies to the finale of Act III (see

Table 5.6 below), which I discuss in the Conclusion follows. It remains to be seen how

Cavalli responded to the texts of other librettists with w

well as how this concept of musical diplomacy was take

he collaborated over the decades. as

into account and executed, if at all, by

other composers reading other texts in the Venetian Sel . At a time when librettos were still a

relatively new genre, still closely tied to the theatrical ge re from which they originated (almost

literally so, in the case of Cicognini), it is logical to su that interactions would not take on

the layered, simultaneous quality that ensemble scenes i particular would take on later in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. A pezzo concertato li

finale to Donizetti's Lucia di Iammermoor would never

Lucia's mad scene in the central act

been possible on the stage of the

Teatro San Cassiano in mid-seventeenth-century Veni , simply because librettists and composen

did not yet conceptualize the medium in the same way. yet rather than depicting diflering

agendas and emotions simultaneously, the magic in a sc

307

hke Giasone's central act finale comes



in the dramatic mileage that Cicognini is able to extract m depicting only three people on stage

having a convenation, one rife with double-meaning a deception, as well as Cavalli's ability to

capture the sophistication of the discourse within his

308
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